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Faculty Approves Pay Hike
Wage Scale-~ Benefits Added

OUT IN TIfEIR FINERY -- ..\ "ariel\' of dress was displayed at
the art up('nm~ held la)';t FrJda~' ('\'enmj,! in the Campus Center
Oak Room For iI full p;.ge of pictures. see page 6 ~

Implements Statement

New Committee Open
t.... o members elected b\' each
ullhe thT'('(' uOlverslt\· segments
Fr Melnne!' ("(lmmt'nted that
h(> has scm to Dr Frank RI(~c
"C(.'r<'tan of tht' fa(>ul(\' and to
Stt-phen I)ormer pf'esident of
!ht.' student /;:o\'ernment. formal
<Jnnoun{'cm('nts of the
{"(Irnmll!('t.' s existence and asked
them to <lrrangC' for their own
delegates. Ill' wrote 10 hIS letters
thaI the Board has requc!;ted
that th(' two facul'" members
should be {'!ccted from the full
facu!t\· and that the two students
should be elected by the general
student body of the graduate and
undergraduate colleges. The IwO
adrmOlstration reprcsentatl\'es
Will be eleC'ted by the
admlnlst rat h'e sector
In the ;\Iarch I statemem the
Trustees
while
rejecting
studenl
faculty
or
administrative representalion on
the full board. had noted the need
for new and beller means of
eommunicalion
within the
Th(' studenl cOlllmill('e on universitv and had endorsed
lContinued on Pa",e 51
r'lcull,\" evaluations plans 10
dislnbute ('valuation packets to
all undergraduat(' stud('nts from
a booth in Iht' eampus cenler by
tbe end of this week
In an attempt to return the
results to the students
admmistration and faculty
before elecllve day. the
committee has urgently
requested that all students
return lhe completed forms as
soon as possible
Bolh objective questions and
additional room for commen!
will be on the form. Once the
data is assimilated. the raw
data will go to the academic
dean. lhe chairmen of all
departments and professors.
Professors will also be given the
responses to the essay type
questions.
Students will receive a course
description pamphlet .....hich will
include both raw data and
essays.

Tlw 1~Jr(1 01 Tru:-.lee!l han'
ht'gun the prcH'Css 01
mlpllmentmg tht.'lr governance
proposal th3t I<lcult\ students
and admlOlstr<ltun. Ix, mduded
lin Ihl' trustee ('Omnllltces
fn announcing thiS precedent
~'lImg actIOn tilt.' R('\' William
(' \Icloo('s. S ,I ('halrman 01
the Board of TrusIC('S. slated
Ilwt this ('I/Immtlet.' .....as lurmcd
to make 1'('('UllllllcodatlOns 10 the
Trustees on wa\"s ;md rne<JllS tu
('a'rn' out tht' pn)\'lslon)'; uf the
board's
statt'ment
on
governance wh Ich was issued in
Ma\'
Servmg as (:hamnan of thiS
group Will be DaVid P Jewltt
JOining hIm Will be trustees
Jo~h \kGann and th(' Re\"
(;('rald Hutchinson S J . as well

Evaluation Forms Set
For Student Ratings

Under the direction of Robert
Sheridan '73. the group of
students has been meeting since
earlv last November. In
addition. the group has met
periodically with five faculty
advisors who offered suggestions
as well as encouragement for the
evaluation program.

<IS

The faculty and administration
have accepted a wage and
benefit package that provides for
an average compensation
increase of 10.6 per cem.
increments ranging from $550
for instructors to 11.500 for
professors and a detailed salary
gUideline with a minimum base
of $10.000 for instructors to a
maximum of $20_000 for
professors,
More than iO faculty members
.....ho attended a special meeting
Monday gave unanimous
approv:l1 to proposal. The Rev,
James H. Coughlin. S.L also
announced
administrative
agreement to the package on
behalf of the Rev. William C
Melnnes. S.J. the UOI\'erSllv
president
.
Cautiously Pleased
FollowlOg the General Facult\'
meet In/;:
Leo O'Connor
chairman of the facuhy
negotlatlOg committee. stated
t113t he wa!l "cautloush' plea)';e<!"
.... Ith the agreemem and wa/;:t'
rate range 10 light of . thE"
realities of Fairfield's financial
conditions ..
In addition to the satan'
increases and guides. the
agreement calls for additional
fl'ln/;:e bcndits. indudin/;: a $9:1
for individual Social Security
benefits
the initiation of
coverage for Jesuit faculty for
the equ\\,alent of F.I.C.:\ and
retirement benefits. and the
separallon of these benefits and
additional stipends. such as for
department chairmanships
from the base salary.
$211,000 Increase
It is estimated that these
additional benefits for the
Jesuits are valued at $22.000. The
total cost of this package
represents an increase or
approximately $211.000.

While the overall increase has
been set at 10.6 per cent. Mr.
O'Connor noted that the lay
faculty's portion is expected to
be only a.a per ~nt with the new
benefits for the relijZious
accounting for much of the
seemingly large disparity
The salary package was
negotiated by a faculty
committee of M I' O'Connor. the
Rev. William Devine. S.J ..
Harl'\' Fishman
Arthur
Anderson
and Dr. Julia
Johnston. and Pr. Coughlin. Dr,
John Barone and John Hickson.
of the administration.
.o\ccording to terms of the
agreement no faculty member,
including those being promoted
or hired ror the coming year. will
receive less than the minimums

of his rank rate range. Those
whose increments will be
insufficient to reach the
minimum will receive additional
monies.
According to Mr_ O'Cpnnor.
almost all of the faculty
members are .....ithin S500 of the
bottom of their particular range.
Special Pro\'isions
The ne..... package also makes
special pro\'isions for instructors
and assistant professors hired
before September, 1970 .
Instructors will have a minimum
of $10,500 and assistants will
draw a base of $12.000,
The agreement does not spell
out the provisions for the various
steps. but the matter is
considered to be of top priorit...'.
IContinued Oli Page af

McInnes Emphasizes
Senate Role in Future
By Ridlard Peck
.\ review of the University's
"uncompleted business" and a
series of proposals of areas for
possible Senate action were put
fonvard b\" the Rev. William C,
McJnnes. ·S.J, during the first
address ever given b~' a Fairfield
President to the Student
Legislature. last week in the Oak
Room.
llsing the same format as in
his presentation to the General
Faculty earlier this vear. Fr
Mcinnes considered first the
question of university
go\'emance. He detailed his
active support for the addition of
six facuity-six student-two
alumni to the Board of Trustees
and the executive group's
eventual decision to choose a
completely
external

'!!"!""!'!!"!""!~

STRESSING SENATE'S ROLE -- Rev, William C. Mcinnes. university president. is shown addressing
members of the student legislature on the state of the university.

membership with the exception
of the president.
Under late questionning the
president stated that while he
formerl.\' supported the &-&-2
movement that ~rew out of the
student proposals last spring he
did not consider the inclusion of
local students in the best
interests or the University at this
time However he did see the
possibility for a recent graduate
or a student from another
campus filling the role.
The prestdenfs objectIOn to
the inclusion of campus
delegates stems from his
preference for an open.
independent authorit~' for the
trustees as opposed to the
representative form of
government.
At present the 23 member
Board of Trustees is composed
or II educators. seven of whom
are on the Fairfield campus
In an effort to further sludent
relations with the trustees. Fr
Mcinnes called on the Student
senate to look into the possibility
of establishing a committee for
conference .....ith the board. much
along the lines of the currently
operating faculty group
He also promised that the first
committee of the trustees
implementing the participation
of administrators, faculty and
students would be set up during
the next week. as an indication of
good faith on the board's pa rt,
Neutral Commission
Turning to the question of the
Neutral Commission. the
university president noted that
nearly one-third or the present
student body was not here .....hen
the actions of last spring took
place. Since their accounts are
based purely on second hand
information, it is important that
this neutral body continues to
probe and publishes its findings
on the events.
Under later questioning from
members of the legislature,
Father agreed to appear before
(Continued on Page a)
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~ATlVE COSTUME - Students Christine LaReau and Walter
Cedar members of the nahonal forei!!:n lan!!:uage societ\' Alpha
:\1u Gamma. don the natlve costumes which they Will wear at a
~t1olarstllp benefit international smorRasbord on MardI 27 The
sOClel~' IS sponSOrlnl'!: the ('\'ent In the Campus Center

Thefts Plague Chapel
B.y CalJly nuxton
When Chma said that hiS
temple wasn'l a den of thlC\'es
he hadn't seen
Fairfu~ld
I 'nl\"('rs!tv Ltlapel The chapel In
1.o\"Ola lIall has ~n plaRuN! b\'
burRlarl(,s lor more than a \'car
John I{omro aSSistant to tht·
chaplain attributes the steallnR
IR the ctlapel to a RrowlnR
di"resp('ci
01
l'nlverslt\
propet1\· Mr Homro l'lalcs that
..th(' kids no lonRer respect II as
a ctlapel Sonw use II as a slud\'
room whll(' others think II IS :l
com'crt hall."
:\llerophon('s
;1
chall('C
candles II'IRC hosts incens('
and v('stmcnls have been
rE'ported nlissinR from the
sanetuan' and S<l(·rist\· area. Mr
Romro <'ontends tbat ··am·thm!!:
thai Isn't boltN! down IS stolen ..
Steps have bei>n laken to
pre\'cnt further thlE'ven' .\
cupboard adjacent to the
sacristy IS kept locked The
cabmet contams mam' of lJle
supplies formerlv left unlocked
:\lr Romeo arRues thai If
people do nOI want to avail
thcmselves or the chapel
fa('i1itics Ihe\' should leavc it
alon(' so that o'lh('rs could use the
chapel. "It is anothel' indication
on this ('ampus that people arc
losing their values,"
James Barrett
Sccurit\·
Department head states that
there have been two reported
m<'idents of bUrJ!.lar. In the
chapel Sln('(' September One
caS(> has been brou¢ll to the
lInl\·erslt\· Re\'lew Board and IS
now under appeal
:\Ir Barrett Indicates that
securit~· In the chapel IS a

THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
UIO POST ROAD
FAIRF!ElD, CONNECTICUT
Socii" St.tioll,'l' ,lid e"grlvillg

FairIeIcI L• •droMat
Dioqonol1y Across from

Post ()ff;ce

Wash • Oried • Fotded_
Student Discount

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
K.... H1Cb...y C".()ff

o.

387.f41M
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE

difficult mailer because of the

uOlque purpose of the' chapel
"Our department does not want
III
mfrtnJ!E' upon an\'one'~
rehJ!lou~ freedom .. :\11· Barrell
pomlsout
The' dlfftcult\ IS mamtamml'!:
some protection from further
stealmli! \o\'hile keeplnl/.lhe chapel
Op('n and avaIlable at all times
:\11' Barrett concludes that there
art' no eas.\· !'Olullons to such a
situation

Convention Progresses

Document Nears Completion
By Larry Halloran
The Constitutional Convention
established the agent and
method of ratification for the
final document after approving
all but a few sections of the
constitution. The Friday and
Saturday meetings completed
the process of article by article
approval begun at last months
meetings.
The University Council will be
asked to set up the mechanism
for each segment to hold a
referendum to approve or reject
the tri-partite governance plan.
The convention agreed that a
majority of those voting from
each segment would constitute
approval provided that a
majority of each sector voted.
The document would then RO to
the Trustees.
Council Resolution
Maners which have troubled
the completion of the
constitution such as the court
system. committee on
conference with the Trustees.
and methods of amendment
were handled and sent to reo
write with the large bulk of the
work already completed O\'er the
year·long process.
Friday's afternoon session
began with some difficulty. as
there was considerable dispute
over a motion passed in the
University Council last week
which instructed the convention
that delegates were not to Rive
proxy privileges to non-elected
members of the convenlion. The
dispute centered on the
relationship. of the Council to the
convention.
Mr Carmen Donnarumma
acting asdiairman of the session
unlil Robert Sheridan arrived.
did not call for the adoption of
house rules at the befi!inninR of
the
meeting.
as
is
parliamentarily
correct.
because the matter of the house
rule amendment passed by the
Council was on the aRenda. So

Authorities Warn Free Press
About Continuing Abortion Ads
The Fairfield Free Press and
Review was summoned to court
last week and informed that they
would be prosecuted b\' the State
of Connecticut if any abortion
ads continued to appear in their
newspaper.
At a prosecutor's hearinfi!. held
last Friday arternoon in
BridReport"s second Circuit
Court. the six editorial board
members and the advertising
manager werc told that failure
10 immedialely disconlinue
could result in their beinR
charJ!ed one count for each Free
Press published this year which
contained an abortion ad.
Facully Complain
State's attorney
Richard
Sabo a 1957 jZraduate of
Fairfield met with the students
to inform them of their rif:!hts. to
explam the law involved. and to
mdlcate to them the possible
penalty for faihnR to abide b\' the
law
Ill.' explained that the official
'complaint was filed last
Wednesday fol1owin(Z a number
of complaints coming from
scvcral people including some
facultv from the unlversitv. He
emphasized. however. that the
university administration did not
reRister a complaint.
i\k Sabo defined the law
allefi!edly beinlil violated by the
Free Press. It prohibits anyone
from encouraging by lecture.
publication or advertisement.
abortion. ....llich is illegal in
Connecticut.
The matter would be dropped
completely. he said. as lonR as
the ads were dropped
immediately. If not. he
continued. the maximum penalty
of one year and/or $500 fine
could be charged for each issue
of the Free Press which has
included the ads.
If the State was forced to
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prosecute Mr. Sabo explamed
that It would probablv pick and
choose the defendents It felt
most appropriate
He personall\' advised the
stlKlenls not to continue printing
the ads because if convicted the
student's records would only
indicate that they had been
involved in an abortion violatIOn.
and would not explain the
circumstances.

committee reports and other
matters were handled on an
informal basis.
Rules Accepted
When Mr. Sheridan arrived. he
decided that the only rules that
could be accepted were those
with the amendment included.
and that the rules could not be
changed by the convention.
Dennis Gallagher questioned
the logic of this. stating that the
Council set the meeting times
and places of the convention. and
these could in fact be altered by
the group.
Sr. Clare Fitzgerald stated
that it made little sense for the
Council to be so authoritative on
the little matter of house rules
without having access to the
substantial matter of the
document.
Mr. Paul Davis observed that
the Council has been under
atlack from many quarters
lately. and that its integrity was
beinfi! diminished. He felt that
the Council did have the power to
set the rules of the convention.
and advocated the observation of
the proxy restriction until the
matter could be reconsidered by
the Council. Dr. George Baehr
and Fr. Bernard Scully agreed.
It was pointed out that the
same matter was broufi!ht before
the Reneral convention at the
last session and soundly
defeated.
Special Meeting Called
Since each member of the
University
Council
is
automatically a member of the
convention a special session of
the Council was called to discuss
the issue. After ten minutes of
deliberation. the Council stood
rirm on its decision. and the
convention proceeded.
Neilher the re· ..... rite
committee nor the bill of ri,l!:hlS
committee. both fonned at the
last session. had substantial
.....ork to report. so the convention
again beRan to discuss each
section of the rough draft.
Fr. Scully asked that a
discussion of the seating of two
student trustees on the
convention be placed on the
agenda. He felt that their
involvement in the writing of lJle
document was inconsistent with
the Trustees' policy as stated in
the statement of university
governance.
The chair ruled the question
out of order. Fr. Scully appealed
the decision of the chair. The
appeal failed.
Bulk of Documeot Approved
saturday's session was very
productive. as all but two

substantial matters are still in
committee or undiscussed. The
bill of rights will be ready by the
next meeting. according to Fr.
John Mcintyre S.J.. commiUee
member, And the matter of the
requiremenls of senate action to
refer legislation back to one of
the three boards was sent to the
governance committee to act on
this and send it direclly to
rewrite.
The old matter of the court
system to support the
constitution. which was
discussed last month with no
result. was solved .....ith a
proposal made by Dennis
Gallagher. The system would
guarantee thal the senate would
establish three divisions of
appeal.
Three Divisions Formed
According to the approved
plan. the senate would establish
with at least a two-thirds vote
(and a two-thirds vote of the
Community Life Board) a court
to handle disciplinary cases and
other complaints pertaininR to
community life.
An academic division would be
formed .....'ith again two-thirds of
the senate and academic board
approving of the membership
and procedures This court
would handle complaints
concerning academic matters
such as chealing.
A separate court to imerpret
the constitution would also be
formed with three members
from each seclor taking part.
The senate would establish these
as early as possible. once it
begins to function.

Grad School to Show
Movie, 'High School'
~ext
Wednesday.
the
Graduate School of Education
will sponsor the showing of the
film. "Hi!!:h School" in the
Gonzaga Auditorium at 7: 15 p.m.
LIFE magazine called "High
School". a "wicked. brilliant
documentary about life in a
lower-middle class secondary
school...lt should Ret vastly
more exposure We need it as
much as it needs an audience,"
NEWSWEEK commented that
the controversial film was
frightening because. "it
captures the battlefield so
clearly: the film is too true."
Directed b\' Frederick
Wiseman. the 7>-minute film will
be followed by a lengthy facultystudent discussion. There will be
no admission charge.

COMMUNITY FORUM CHAIRMAN - Norman K. Parsells. preSident 01 the state oar aSSOCiation.
moderated the recent meeting of the community forum in the Campus Center Oak Room which
focused on the state'sjudicial system. Featured speakers were PoliCi! Superintendent Joseph A. Walsh
and State Attorney General Robert Killian who voiced considerable criticism of that system.
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In The Middle

Four-Day SpringWeekend Ahead;
Concert Group Still Not Known
By Cory Giacobbe
A four-day weekend of people
frolicking in the delights of
diverse activities. ranging
from a cake-flying contest to an
evening boat-ride. is planned by
the Dogwood '71 Committee for
the weekend of April 29 to May 2.
Joe Berardino. chairman of
the program. stated there is a
broad spectrum of events in
which the students without dates
can participate in all activities
except the dance and boat-ride.
With this idea the committee
hopes to have a financially
successful program where the
proceeds will be used for
Homecoming Weekend of next
year.

ThursdayCoDCert
On Thursday of Dogwood a
concert and a coffeehouse will be
held. To avoid problems with
classes scheduled for the next
day. professors have been asked
to refrain from giving
examinations. According to Mr.
Berardino. the weekend will be
as carefree as possible and also
added that "no teacher will have
his schedule interrupted or feel
that he is pressured".
Frisbee and softball games
will be the main attractions of
Friday afternoon. This is
followed by a dance open to
students. faculty. administration
and all others involved in
universilY functions.
A picnic and a boat-ride on the

Musie Review

That Old Soft Rock
Much is beinK made lately of
the new "quiet" turn that rock
music is taking. The
psychedelics of the 60's are
quickly being replaced by the
troubadors of the 70·s. Most of
the focus or the sort rock in the
media has been on new artists.
like James Taylor and Elton
John. In addition to these new
composers, however. there is
also
large group of old
troubadors who have been swept
to f3me recently. Most
noteworthy among these people
is Gordon Lightfoot. a Canadian
composer·performer who has
been performinJt since 1965. but
has just recently become famous
when his sinKle "If You Could
Read !\i.v Mind" made the top
len
Dramatically Eff~ctive
"'lHle Lightfoot has always
been enormously popular In
Canada. for some reason he .....as
never able to duplicate this fame
in the U.S He is a physically big
man. who looks more suited for a
construcllon job than the writer
of delicate song-poems like "The
Last Time I Saw Her" He has a
very strong voice and is
dramatically effective in
concert. backed by guilarist Red
Shea and Rick Haynes.
The songs which Lightfoot
writes can be put into three
general categories - love songs.
road sonJts and lopical songs. I

Ph ilosophy Prof.
Speaks Tonight
James F M. Meny assistant
professor of philosophy at St.
Vincent College. Latrobe
Pennsylvania. will lecture on
"The Phenomenological
FOundations of
Being
Psychology" tonight at 8:30 p.m.
in the Oak Room as part of the
guest lecture series of the
Philosophy Academy.
The issue of Professor Meny'S
leClure will be the need for a
philosophical conception of man
and values in any psycholo~ical
system.
Professor Meny is coordinator of the "Liberal Arts
Programme" at St. Vincent's.
He received his undergraduate
education at St. Vincent College
and his graduate educat ion at the
Universitv of Toronto where he
is completing his doctoral
dissertation.
On April I. the series continues
when Professor Howard R.
Friedman of the University of
Connecticut speaks on
"Intimidations of Immortality"
at8p.m.
Professor Friedman received
his Ph.D. at the University of
Edinburgh. He has read papers
at Wesleyan. Dartmouth. and
Bennington College.
His "Intimidations of
Immortality" is an analysis of
the notion of disembodied
existent and related matters.

Cordon Lightfoot
consider his best compositions to
be hIS love songs. like "Did She
Mention My Name." "The Last
Time I Sa..... Her" "If You Could
Read ttl}' Mind"
and
"Approaching Lavender" HIS
lyrics In these works are
extremely sensuous In a manner
reminescent of John Stewan.
Dylan Admir~r
Lightfoot's admiration and
respecl for Bob Dylan shows
through in the topical-protest
sonJts that he writes. The title
song on his latest album tuntil it
was switched to "If You Could
Read My Mind" arter that song's
success I was "Sit Down Young
Stranger" which deals with the
problems of youth in today's
world. At his live appearances.
Lightfoot usually dedicates the
song to all the American drart
resisters in Cenada. Probably
his most famous topical song is
"Black Day in July" on the Did
Sbe MeniiOR My Nam~. It deals
with the racial riots in Detroit
and manages to make a strong
statement without being overly
didactic.
The songs which seem to come
easiest for Lightfoot are the ones
which he writes about the road.
He was an ecologist before it
was fashionable. singing about
the virtues of the Canadian
countryside. Certainly one of his
most finely crafted works is the
"Canadian Railroad Trilogy."
dealing with the building of the
trans-continental railroad across
Canada.
Because he is able to write
such excellent songs on such a
·wide range of topics. Lightfoot
has always been one of my
favorites. For anyone interested
in getling acquainted with
Lightfoot's music I would
recommend his latest album If
You CouJd Read My Mhad or Did
Sb~ Meatio. My Name, \\itich is
probably his best collection of
songs (exclusive of his greatest
hits album. of course). Lightfood
is no f1ash-in·the-pan. he has
been working at music (or a long
time and deserves all the fame
that he is currently receiving,

Long Island Sound are on the
agenda for Saturday. Sunday's
activities have not been finalized
except for the cake·flying
contest and a possible drinking
contest.
B.Y.0.8. Alfairs
In general. all activities
planned will be B.Y.O.B. except
for the concert. where drinking
will be prohibited.
The DoJtwood Committee is
now in the process of taking
strong precautions to avoid any
possible disturbances. The name
of the group which will play for
the concert will be disclosed
"sometime during the end of
March" according to Mr.
Berardino.
Last year part of a spring
disturbance was due to the
cancellation of the Doors concert
for Dogwood. Mr. Berardino
emphasized that after this. other
plans and ideas for the weekend
folded "because everyone was
jun too disgusted". By not
revealing this year's concert
group. the committee hopes to
"quiet things do.....n ir plans don't
work out.··
Housing Problems
The question of housing
accommodations for guests is
another important problem that
has not been decided. Members
have discussed the idea of using
one entire floor of a dorm for
guests. This is highly
improbable. declared one
member. because at least hal(
the students on that particular
floor would have to agree,
Other possibilities include the
use of the third floor of Julie Hall
and also various motels in the
vicinity.
The budget of the .....hole
program is also under careful
consideration. In Mr.
Berardino's opinion. package
deals are ideal because each
couple is Jtiven a good barJtain
and the promotors of the
weekend are able to obtain a
sizable profit,

Ready-Made
Trustee
L..

By Robert Byr.

It seems that everyone these
days is out to make a profit from
ne.....s headlines. We have Spiro
Agnew ..... ristwatches. peace
symbols. and American flag pins
all waiting to be snatched up by a
gullible public. But no.....here is
this capitalistic fervor more
evident than on college
campuses.
My friend Tightwad is an
enterprising student. During last
year's strike. for example. he set
up a booth in the Campus Center
and proceeded to sell "I Hate
Melnnes" buttons. "On Strike"
balloons and pennants.
autographed pictures of the
Student Government President
at a mass meeting. and other
assoned souvenirs. Minutes
after Canisius Hall had been
seized. there he was siUinf! al
the front door runninJt a "HoIA'
Lonf! Will They Stay?" betting
pool. So when the Student
Legislature recently pretended
to elect six student Trustees. I
was not really surprised to learn
that Tightwad had devised
another money-makinj;l scheme.
"Well." I said finding him
setting up a table across from
the mail room." I see .vou're
back in business. What is it this
time?"

amaZing pamphlet can help
anyone master the fundamentals
of being a successful Board
member,"
"Wait a minute! 00 IOU mean
to tell me that I can join the
Board of Trustees just by
reading your pamphlet?"
"Certainly. If the Student
Government can create
Trustees, why can't I? Of course
we'll have to improve your
image first. Now for that
distinguished Trustee look we
are offerinJt Board-approved suit
coats in your choice or two colors
conservative blue or
reactionary black. Any other
shade miJtht be indicative of
radical tendencies. And .....hat
Trustee .....ould be .....ithout his
official copy or the University
charter? I just happen to have
brilliant
full-color
reproductions. suitable for
framing."
··But doesn't a Trustee have to
be over twent.v-one years of
age?"
"You are quite right. And
that's wh.v I have invented this
revolutionary "'nstant Aging
Kit" desiJtned to bridge the
generation gap between students
and Trustees. It features gray
dye for coloring .vour hair. a
lightweight cane. an assortment
of pipes. and most importantly. a
"This must be your lucky day! certificate stating that as a
HoIA' would you like to sit on the friend of big business you are a
Board of Trustees?"
major stockholder in a large
"The Trustees?" Now don't corporation."
vou think vou've j;lone far
"What corporation is that?"
enough ....
"The standard kit advertises
stock in the FF'PR. Ho.....ever.
":\'ot at all Everything you since that compan.,· is on the
need to know is contained in this verge of bankruptcy. I
handy little booklet. "The Art of recommend the deluxe model.
Trusteeing Made Simple." which offers a significant
wriHen. published. and edited by holding In the 'Sandwich Man'
that ell:pen on Trustees. me For concession ..
the small sum of five dollars this
"00 \'ou reallv think that the
Board \I.·ill admit me at Its next
meeting.. ··
"That is a real queslion: so I
I
deslJtned the only patenled
Mr. Sciarra and Mr. Merritt 'Trustee Repellent.' It consists
ga\'e the play the slapstick and or a miniature tape recorder
humor it needed to appeal to the containing speedles by the
mixed audience. Miss Reilly Student Government President.
portra)'ed the spark or feiJtned and is guaranteed to dri"e any
innocence that made the theatre- Trustee insane. Just slip it
goers look for.....ard to each or her under the door .....h ere the &ard
appearances. Dan Braccio.....ito is meeting thro..... the remotewore the only disguise and &b control switCh. and watch the
Bryn added their talent to make Trustees come running out. Then
you can walk in unchallenged."
the plot more complell:.
"But there .....ouldn·t be anyone
The Sixth Annual Presentation
of Classical Drama was .....ell left to hear m.v demands for
rounded out by the supporting University refonn and student
cast: Tony Cincotta. Mike power,"
"Who said anything about
O·Rourke. Kevin Curtin. Larry
Wilkes. Bill Verrilli. Bill refonning the campus? But if
Schwaner. John Scala. Fred irs po.....er you're looking for.
pemaps I could interest you in
O·Arcangelo. and Frank Ruff.
the Presidency or the
---Jay Holloway University ....

Speda tors En joy 'Miles
The Classics Depanment s
productlon of Titus Maccius
Plautus' comed\'
Miles
Gloriosus under the direction or
Professor Vincent J Rosi\'ach
goes on tour at the invitation of
Fordham University Tuesday.
March 23rd
The Latln plav was rect'ntly
produced very successfully at
the University Playhouse. The
two overflo.....ing crowds.....'hich
numbered just under t .....o
hundred. consisted of facully and
students of Latin from New
York Ne..... Jersey. as well as all
over Connecticut.
As one entered the theatre he
was immediately introduced to
the general li~tinJt of the
simple. but effective scenery.
The entire action takes place on
a street in Ephesus: and the
raised sidewalk to the rearof the
stage made a po erful entrance.
The acting area as well masked
with black on the sides and red in
the back.
Dr. Rosivach's adept cast. led
by William MerrIll and Dannia
Sciarra. kept every eye in the
audience aimed at the play. In
fact the only restless parts of the
play came when Jim Ruane gave
the English translation, The fact
that fifty per cent or the house on
Friday night consisted of
underclass high school girls had
quite a bit to do with this. Those
of us .....ho were listening
attentively to the narration
found the play most enjoyable by
putting the actions and
expressions of the characters
which followed together with the
translation.
The facial expressions and ihe
general use of their hands helped
the cast keep the play very
interesting. One had no trouble
understanding when a character
acted sarcastic or really meant
what he said.

Chapel Lockout
The continuing increase in thefts and growing
disrespect for private property has been viewed with
concern by nearly all members of the campus
community. Unfortunately conditions have reached such
a regrettable state with regard to vandalism in the
Chapel that the Chaplain has announced intentions of
locking the doors when the church is not in use.
After a number of articles ranging from candles to
vestments were pilfered, precautions were taken to lock
everything that waso·t tied down in new constructed
supply rooms. so that at least the body of the Chapel
could remain open. Now. in the latest tucn of events.
vandals have taken the key to the storage area
necessitating the closing of the entire Chapel.
It is truly a deplorable state when one must regulate
his religious worship to specified periods or make
special arrangements to visit the Chapel. We feel that
there must be some alternative that can be implemented
to keep the building open.

How It Happens
Many times we have heard the question. ··Who writes
the.Voice editorials·:·'
Most simply stated the answer IS the editorial board.
Each week the board meets to discuss the editorials for
the following week. After topics are orrered by the
members. the number of issues are narrowed to two or
three through consensus I opinion I. These topics are
conSidered individually with members presenting facts
and opinion that lend to the final position. The stand on a
particular question must be approved by two-thirds of
the board. The editorial is then turned over to the writer
who submits the editorial at a Friday luncheon session.
.\fter a fmal review. the edtoriai is approved for
publlcation in the follow 109 Thursday's Voice.
As to the malleI' of the actual writing of an editorial.
there are pairs of writers who prepare material
generally every third week. The writer's aim is to
accurately reflect the board's opinion and reasoning on a
given topic. regardless of his or her particular stand on
an issue.
The board also wishes to re-affirm its position that it is
most willing to hear requests from members of the
community <Jbout matters of general interest to them.
Sevcral people have alrcady come to board mectings to
acquaint the members w.ith particular conditions and
Issues that they felt wcre worthy of editorial comment.

New Resident Hall

•

The plans for a new resident hall are to bc finalized in
May. This raises (wo questions. Once. can the university
afford another resident hall".' Two. what type of resident
hall should be constructed'.'
The niversity can financially afford a new resident
hall. The financial investment is a sound one. Over a
number of years the resident hall Will payoff for itself.
But can the university afford it in the context of
meeting student needs? Next year there will be
approximately 1340 students in residence. with a total
projection of approximately 1600 students in residence.
Should the University expand its enrollment of resident
students without attempting to meet the needs of the
students.
Presently. we do not have adequate athletic facilities.
The gym is shared by the Prep and the University. One
of the lesser known functions of the basketball coach is
that of intramural director. Perhaps a more efficient.
effective and imaginative job can be done in this area.
For those students who do not desire to perform in an
athletic way. lhere currently exists very little available
space for their creative endeavors. The space available
iT' 'Ie Campus Center and in Northwest Ground Lounge
i~ ~nstantly booked. The dining room in the Campus
CUlter seats approximat~ly 650. That situation is
overloaded already. The increase to 1340 students
obviously will not be a mitigating factor. We feel that the
university cannot "afford" to construct another resident
hall without first attempting to meet the needs of the
students.
If a decision is reached to construct a new resident
hall, what type should be built'! In deciding the type of
Resident Hall we feel the students' opinion should be
actively solicited. For they will be residing within this
building.
Another idea to be considered is whether or not
housing is needed for other sectors of the University.
Perhaps any new resident halls should be constructed
flexible enough to include low cost housing for married
students and members of the faculty.
One sector of our community that we seem to forget
completely are the graduate students in both the
Graduate Schools of Education and Communication. Do
we or should we consider their needs in relation to the,
housing situation?

READERS REPLY
'Forum'
To the Editor:
The following statement
represents the opinions of the
membership of the Fairfield
University Young Republicans
Club.
On March 4. a so--ealled
"community forum" was held in
Gonzaga Auditorium. The
purpose of this meeting was to
decide what courses of action
should be taken concerning the
Board of Trustees' "Statement
on University Governance."
Apparently. the organizers of the
forum had already decided that
some action had to be taken.
Aher several speakers had
voic«l their opinion on the
matter. the situation still
seemed confused. At this point.
. Mr. Dormer took it upon himself
to inform the community as 10
the "proper" course of action.
With no vote having been taken
on any proposal. those present
were dismissed. Thus having
legitimatized their actions. the
organizers proceeded about their
business which resulted in three
speciric measures. Let us
examine each of these.
First. a letter and phone
campaign was initiated against
individual trustees in order to
express dissatisfaction over
their refusal to expand and their
decision to leave the president as
the onlv link between them and
the university communit~·. The
apparent intent of such an
enterprise was to make up in
quantity of paper the lack of
quality of thinking on this
matter. We regard this move as
a blatant insult to the
intelligence of all Fairfield
students Are we .....ho demand so
much
authoritv
and
responsibility not even capable
of formulating our own thou!lhts
in a personalleUer? Must we all
stamp our X's on a
mimeographed statement
drafted b~' the currenl student
power clique?
Secondly. our leaders have
··elected·· six representatives to
the Board of Trustees on their
own To imagme that the Board
will actuallv be C1)wed into
acceptinj;! . these student
intruders is ridiculous_ to sav the
least. These "jl:reen trustees"
were ille~ally elected. and any
attempt b.v them to sit in at the
board meeting will be seen by
the trustees as another example
of the students' inability to be
trusted with more power. The
fact is that some of our
"leaders" are actuall~' hoping 10
force a confrontation which they
can use as a political cast for
further molding student opinion.
The third action. that of
naming the buildings. is perhaps
the most ludicrous of all. We can
christen the buildings with any
names we desire. but this would
only result in labeling ourselves
an infantile. We speak of
"community" and "cooperation". and yet we now
seem to be purposely creating
our own fantasv world .....herein
we make all the decisions •. all
other sectors be damned.
In our opinion. the important
.....ork which is being carried on
by the Constitutionat Convention
must not be jeopardized by the
current crisis. We have much to
gain in the acceptance of
tripartite governance. Great
strides can be made in academic
reform. community life. and
even student power. The board
has shown approval of the
convention·s progress and will
probably nol interfere in the
implementation of its proposals.
Why do we endanger this
progress by indulging ourselves
in such a ridiculous parlor
game? Let the board divorce
itself from t!te inner workings of
the University. We know more
about these matters anyhow. At
this time. we should be seeking
closer ties with the faculty.
Instead. our leaders have
berated them for failing to live
up to the Cox Amendment. Many
faculty members argued for an
expanded board o\llr the

summer. That is all we have a
right to expect from them. They
have fulfilled their promise.
In conclusion. we address
ourselves to the current power
clique. The days are rapidly
disappearing when you could
rely upon the ignorance and
pliability of the students to
support any and all of your
schemes. From no..... on. you will
be watched. and watched
carefully. If you have any
charJ(es to make. you will have
to document them. If you have
any programs of action. you will
have to prove the necessity of
their implementation. And if you
call a strike. you had better be
damn sure that. \'ou have all the
facts right.
.
Respectfully.
The Young Republicans

AAUP Record
To the Editor:
In a recent session of the
Constitutional Com'ention (as
reported in Tbe University
Voice, Feb. 251 the local chapter
of the AAUP came under fire as
bein~ an obstacle to tri-partite.
At the chapter meetinjo! of March
3 I was commissioned by the
membership to sel the record
straight.
In fact. the chapter has from
the beginning reacted favorably
to the concept of tri-partite
university governance. Last
October. for example. the
chapter voted over.......helmingly to
endorse the sending of eight new
faculty representatives to the
Convention aton,lo! with the hope
that their efforts mi,lo!ht prove
successful. This endorsement
was communicated by myself to
the general facully at their
meeting of October 20.
Copies of the chapter minutes
are available to anvone who
wishes to see them. .
Sincerely.
R.J. Long. Secretary.
Fairfield Chapter. :\A UP

Prep Play
To the Editor'
The Fairfield Prep Dramatic
Society will present the play
Becket by Jean Anouilh. a
dramatic chronicle of the lovehate relationship between Sl.
Thomas Becket and King Henry
II of England. tonight. Friday
and Saturday at tl:OU p.m. In
Gonzago Auditorium. Tickets
lpriced at $2.0IH may be
obtained at the door or reserved

THE

in advance by calling the Prep
Drama office (255-5411 Ex. 3711
any weekday between 10:00 a.m.
and 3:00p.m.
Yours sincerely.
Russell J. Gaudio

Dual Standard
To the Editor:
Last week's editorial
espousing retention of voluntary
payment of the activities fee
might be considered idealistic
were it not so transparently
hypocritical. Idealism theorizes
that full !lovernment services
would result in universal
payment: - reality militates
against the possibility of
universal satisfaction.
And yet. three-fourlhs of the
students have paid the fee and
see it distributed by their elected
representatives. 25 percent of
the activities fee isn't paid. so
government
sponsored
"entertainment and educational
activities" suffer at least
proportionately. if not more. for
they are second to club
allocations.
Your suggestion is ludicrous:
to withhold payment pending
sen'ice is not unlike withholding
medicine pending cure.
The hypocracy lies in your
dual standards. Ask Fr. Mcinnes
if tuition increases might not
also be made voluntary. Surely
the increased quality of
Fairfield's education and dorm
maintenance have been 'seen
and enjo.ved· b.\' all.
..\ nd would the University
Voice be willin,lo!.to put its .....ell
padded budget
lwhich all
students pay (or without any
choice whatever I. on a similar
basis? Following your
recommended method. I can
well imagine the accompanying
letter to the students explaining
the real Voice budget (thirty thirt.v five thousand dollarsl and
services it provides: the
standards of Fr. Mcinnes. the
wit of Bob Byrne and the
dedication of its paid staU.
Of course )"ou would never
accept this. and I can hardly
blame ~·ou. How much easier to
preside over the hardships of the
Student Government and the
financial demise of the Free
Press & Review while the
.. university"
newspaper
consolidates control over the
printed media.
John G. Leddy ·71

•
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Dr. John Klimas. biology
professor at Fairheld
University, will be in
Washington, D.C., on Mareh 26

,lY..f!e<Jl£J.;'~mmittee
strongly '·adding faculty.
studen.ts. and administrators to
commillees or the Board.'·
At the monthly Executive
Commiueemeetingoftheboard
on March 12. the new committee
was proposed and agreed upon as
a ri.rst step towards closer
relations belween the Board and

held

Open

the internal community.
.. It is expected ·thal this
steering J!roup can explore any
avenues and make any
sugf!,estions within the
dimensions of the March
stalement.·· said Fr. Melnnes.
·The possibilities are j!:real.··
DurinF! his meetinf!, with the
Student Le~islature on March 18.
the question was posed lO the
preSident concerning the manner
of how students would be named
to any committee of the board.
The questioner favored election
by the whole student body. and
Fr. Mcinnes alZreed with his
approach.
This will be the first
universit~'-wide referendum for
membership on lhe new
committee. Arran~ements will
be made bv the Student
Government' the General
faculty and the !\dmlOistrative
Board as soon as possible. The
Truslees set no quahhcauon on
membership except that of
election by each J!roup

money
inthebank
tumson

)'Our self-

confidence

Confidence to win that girl,
finance a college education, do
graduate work, change jobs. get
married, travel, buy a home,
start a business of your own, and.
eventually, to retire.

to serve as chairman of the
Science Advisory panel of the
Human Life Foundation, an
organization founded oy the

Catholic bishops of the United
Slates to support biological and

social

research

in

the

~eproductive processes.

From March T1 to 29, Dr.
Klimas will be attending the
national meeting of the National
Science Teachers Association in
Washington. Dr. Klimas. who
is on the Association's

conservation and environmental

studies committee will be a

member of the panel session
dealing with "Information and
.V1isinformation for Today's
Ecology," He will also be
chairman of a panel discussion
on "How to Develop Action
Programs in Envirorunental
Education.. ,

Senate Bills
The Student Legislature voted
to continue its support of a
dele~ation
to the Neutral
Commission and approved
allocations to the football and
Rugby Club during its IWo
meelings conduCled last week.
The first meeting was
primarily concerned with a
request that the Legislature
recall lIS delegation to the
'eutral Commission since the
expanded Board of Trustees 10
.....hich it is to repon will not be a
reality. After extensive debate
on the many facets of the
queslion. the Senate failed to
approve the motion.
Follo..... ing Fr. Mclnnes·s
address at the second meeting
appropriations of S350 for the
Rugby Club and S325 for lbe
football Club .....ere aE!reed to In
both cases lhe monies
represented additions to
previous allocatIons
The senate also voted to return
to commiHce the measure
c,!-lling for the mandatory payinR
of activities fee bv members of
the legislalive body. William
Merritt. chairman of the
appropriations committee
Slrongly urged the passage of the
motion nOling that Similar
reslrictions are placed on all
groups thaI appl\" for funds. ThiS
bill he said. would remo,·e lbe
problems of a seeming double
standard
Howe\"(~r
objections were
raised from the floor that no
provisions were made for those
individuals .....ho were unable to
pay due 10 financial pressures.
The bill .....as senl 10 the
legislath·e committee b}' a 17·9
vote.
A bill proposed b~· Vincent
D'Angelo that each sector ji!ive
its ideas as to where the findings
of the Neutral Commission
should go .....as overridden.

3 OFFICES IN FAIRFIELD
BLACK ROCK TP«E 336-j)1l3
1940 Black Rock Tpk<, Fairfield
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3

Friday, 9-8
FAIRfiELD 259-5241
Fairfield Shopping Center
Open Monday:fhursday, 9-3

Friday, 9-8
SOUTHPORT 259-8388
226 Main Sl
Open Monday-friday, 9-3

This Week
TODAY
LECTURE. "Existential Psychoanalysis" - Prof. James
Meny. sponsored by the Philosophy Academy. 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center Oak Room.
- BRIDGE TOURNAMENT. 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
Faculty Dining Room.
FRIDAY, MAReU t6
- PLAY. "BeckeC Fairfield Prep Drama Club production. 8
p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
SATURDAY, MARCH t7
- SMORGASBORD. '·Inlernational Smorgasbord·· sponsored by
Alpha Mu Gamma fraternity. 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Main
Dining Ro:om. The proc~s .will be used as a student scholarship
for study In Europe. AdmISSIon - $3.00 with student 1.0.; $4.00 for
the public.
·RUGBY. vs. Georgetown University. away.
- PLAY. "Becket"· Fairfield Prep Drama Club production. 8
p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium .
SUNDA Y, MARCil 28
- PLAY ··Be<:keC Fairfield Prep Drama Club production. 2
p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium
TUESDAY, MARCH 30
- MEETING. Synod 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Faculty
Meeting Room.
TIIURSDAY, APRIL 1
. BASEBALL. vs. Stonehill College. 3 p.m in :'\onh Easton.
Mass.
FRIDAY, APRIL 2
·CONCERT. Glee Club concert in Bridgeport at the Klein
Memorial Auditorium at 8 p.m. will be presented as a memorial
concert to the late Simon Harak. co,founder of the Glee Club 24
years ago with Fr. Murray.
SATURDAY, APRIL3
. BASEBALL. vs. Sacred Heart. I p.m .. away
- MOVIE ··Lion in Winter" 7:30 p.m. In Gonzaga AuditOrium
SUNDAY, APRIl"
- :\fOVIE '·Lion in Winter" ;'30 p.m. in Gonzaga AuditOrium

McInnes Emphasizes
(Continued from PaRe II
the commiSSion ··if :\1r. Waugh
thinks it .....ould be helpful"· and
thaI he would supply any records
which the group requested as
Ion/!, as they don'l Interfere ..... ilh
lhe confidentialin' of an\"
indiVidual.
.
Fr Mcinnes also addressed
himself to the quesllon of the
Fairfield Free Press and Revie\o\·
advisin~
the
Student
Government to lake the means
necessan· to completeh·
separate Itself from the paper
and make thf> Free Press
completel" tndependenl
He said that on Ihe pre"ious
da~' that he had diSCUSsed the
issue of abonion ads .....ith
Connecllcut Anorne\' General
Roberl Killian ..... ho had
expressed Ihe opiOion thaI the\'
violated an existing state statute
and were punishable b,· fines up
to 5500 and one .vear in jail.
:\'01 Publisher
The legislature should assert
its independence as mereh· a
subscriber to Ihe weekly and not
the publisher or the paper the
presldenl assened.
According to a prior
agreement
between the
University and the Student
Government. the administralion
.....ould collect the activil.'· fee

among other things In return the
governmenl .....ould submil its
constitution to the Board of
Truslees for approval
Fr
:\Iclnnes reminded the
leJ!.islators that amonji! thf>
unfinished bUSiness wa,. the
completIOn of se\·eral renstons
requested by the board so thai
se\·eral mailers could bt·
cla rifted
Amendments to clearl.,· assert
these Individual rrl!ht~ and
eSlablish
relationships· :Ir('
currentl\' 10 the leji!lSlatl\"l!
process
Lobb\' Activilies
The president also called upon
the studenls to form a lobbv in
their own support to ji!0 to
Hartford like deleE!atlons from
state colleges and uOlversities
are dOIn~ and stress thelr stand
on IS!iues such as aid to prr\,all.'
colle,l!es .....hich dir('("tl~· affect
scholarships and fmancial aid
for sLUdenls.
Among other area louched In
thiS state of the um'·erslly t~·pe
address were the 20 per cent
Increase In compleled
admiSSIOns applications and the
expansion or lhe secunt\
depanment for the lmpro\'ed
safety of those on campus
Drug I\buse
Fr. Mcinnes also called
attention to the problems of
druf!,s on campus. asking them to
take the lead in creating means
to aid students who have been
hurt by drug abuse
Room sign-up procedures
family Blue Cross and ~ntul')' plans for another dormltor\" the
C.:\1.S. coverage increasinj;l the Student Services stud\' of
life insurance coverage to dormitory life. campus c~lIural
$25.000. further proj!:rams of activlties and poSSible forums on
wpics of interest 10'al1 were also
dental and psychiatric care. and
adopting a progressively larger sugji!ested as possible areas for
student involvement in lbe
share of the retirement by the
processes of the University.
University.
Among other areas touched in
The current package was the
the question and ans.....er period
result of nearly 40 hours of
was the appointment of two
negotiations conducted over the
administrative delegates to the
span of nine meetings. the firsl
Student Senate to fill roles
of .....hich wason January 3.
The process was hastened O\'er similar to the faculty posts now
the final weeks by the desire to held by Dr. Lisa Perkins and Dr.
obtain the information necessary Edward Harms.
After an approximately one
to get the contracts out. The
normal procedure calls for and one-half hour session. the
President departed for another
contracts to be sent faculty
members by March I.
enga~ement.

Faculty Approves Hike
(Continued From Page I)
The responsibility of developing
a rationale and mutually
acceptable lerms for future
annual increments has been
committed
to
the
administration. It is expected
that these details will be
concluded with 1972-73 contract.
Top Priority
There is also a stipulation that
the issue of summer school
salaries will be negotiated until a
mutually satisfactory resolution
is reached. October has been set
as the deadline and the new
schedule will be in effect for the
197'2 session.
Other items to be discussed in
the 1972 negotiations include the
university's payment for a

Rank
Professor
Associate
Assistant
Instructor

Average Total
Minimum Cash
Salary Ranges
Compensation
Salary Increment Minimum-maximum
Increment

I.SOII
1.050
900
550

16.000-20.000
14.lJOO.I8.000
11.lJOO.I5.000
lO.lJOO.I2.000

1.804

1.191
1.026

'52

Average Total
Compensation
by Rank
18.620
16.424
13.556
11.582

Last Year"s
Agreed
Upo"
Goal
18.345
16.195
13.435
11.450
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By BOB BLAIR
The philosophy of college
athletics is an area wh)ch is
undergoing some severe
alterations and examination at
schools throughout the nation but
most notably right here in the
New England - New York area.
Il appears that this movement is
an atlempt to shed the
professionalism syndrome which
college sports have fallen into
within the last decade.
The practice of ruthless
recruiting policies by college
coaches sometimes reaching the
point of paying an athlete by
bestowing upon him various
"gifts" has reached ludicrous
proportions, and various colleges
in the area are working to wipe
out such activity.
This trend of soul searching is
also being felt on this campus as
the athletic committee has
diligently been working of late to
fonnulate an overall proposal to
Dean William Schimpf
concerning athletic needs and
philosophy on campus.
ActioD OD Otller Campuses
However. on other campuses
action has taken a more concrt:te
form. Last month St. Anselm's
College in New Hampshire
dropped all athletic scholarships
in a rather shocking move to
those not close to the situation.
This past Saturday witnessed
the formation of New England
Small College Athletic
Conference. an association of 11
colleges in New England and
New York. The most interesting
tenet of this unusual pact is lhat
there will be no conference
champion or interconference
ranking determined in any sport.
The St. Anselm's action was
taken for a number of reasons
but chieny because of the dire
financial condition of the school.
Beyond this however. a number
of relevant points concerning
athletic philosophy were taken
into consideration by the school's
president and athletic
committee.
The athletic department had
only ten scholarships to give out
and all of these were going to the
basketball program. The
committee found this imbalance
among varsity sports to be
contradictory to their philosophy

Sports Shorts

that college' athletics should be
good and healthy on all varsity
levels.
Fairfield Similar
This situation could be
paralleled to Fairfield's athletic
program where there are
eighteen scholarships handed out
annually with ]6 going to
basketball, two to baseball and
one to track. The result of course
has been a big time basketball
program with all other varsity
sports being left in the dusl.
Despite this baseball and soccer
have been rallying in recent
years.
The St. Anselm's 1l0Ve was
also precipitated by a reevaluation of lhe fairness of
granting athletic scholarships.
They reasoned that since all
SCholarships are granted
aC(:ording need then it is unfair
to give ten free rides to say only
twelve people. By abolishing
athletic scholarships those
athletes seeking aid will no.....
compete with all other students
for scholarships.
The final motivating factor
behind Anselm's action was a
desire to get rid of any
professionalism tag their
athletics may have been dubbed
with.
The student reaction,
according to sports information
director Paul Dowd. was
surprisingly one of compliance.
In the last two years St,
Anselm's has established soccer.
baseball and hockey on varsity
level sports and successfully s6.
The school has plans to channel a
more proportionate sum of funds
to these other sports than in the
past.
Unique Conference Formed
The :";'e..... England Small
College Athletic Conference is
made- up ...of ~hools who
traditionally are associated with
high academic standards
Amherst. Bates. BowdOin,
Colby. Hamilton. Middlebury.
Trinity. Tufts. Union. Wesleyan
and Williams.
The basis for the formation
was the dedication of thE'
member schools to maintain a
balance between the academic
and athletic enterprises.
The agreemelit specifies that
"intercollegiate athletics are to

be in harmony with the
educational purposes of the
institution, that athletes are to
be representatives of the student
body and that academic
authority in each college is to
control intercollegiate athletic
policy."
It also specifies rules
regarding eligibility. out-ofseason practice, post-season
competition and limits on
recruiting activity. There are to
be no athletic scholarships. and
aid is to be granted only on the
basis of demonstrated financial
need.
This conference is the
outgrowth or a similar pact
among Amherst, Bowdoin.
Williams and Wesleyan which
has worked successfully since
1955.

These schools and others are
learning to put athletics in its
proper perspective perhaps
losing much in alumni donations
but most important maintaining
their respectability.
The athletic committee is
currently working on their
proposals: it would be profitable
if Fairfield continues .to
ma.intain their traditional
academic and athletic reputation
of integrity. If such a body as the
athletic committee fails to steer
the program in this direction the
professionalism syndrome could
be an unwanted destiny.

Baseball Co-Captains Optimistic
Witnesses to Progress of Program
By BOB BLAIR

played every position except
diamond in the last two years.
first base, pitcher and catcher
compiling a 10-13 mark in
With oniy one week to go and Cook .....ill be counting on
Finch's and Castrignano's
before their season opener, Castrignano's ability to adjust to
sophomore year, .....hich although
baseball co<aptains Tom Finch any- position as a big advantage
not .......inning record. it was a
and Bob Castrignano stand as when putting together a lineup,
significant unprovement over
star witnesses to the fact that
His hitting credentials have
past losing records. Last year of
Fairfield baseball has been and been impressive for two years,
course the team rallied to nail
is still on tbe upswing.
hitting .294 in his first varsity
down a 1309 record. best in school
Both co-eaptains have been season and .280 last season. He
history.
standout peTfonners in their two was also outstanding on the base
"'The desire is no longer to get
years of varsity ball with Finch paths where he stole seven - just a .500 season like when I
sporting the more impressive times.
first came here." says
statistics. The Stags' catcher
CWlbll, Prop'am
Castrignano. "We want to win
As seniors both Finch and
batted .350 in his sophomore year
big now and a good part of our
and topped that effort with a .359 Castrignano have weathered
desire to win is for Coach Cook."
clip last year. He is probably the along with the baseball program
OverDowblllOpUmilm
toughest man to get out in the under Coach Don Cook. During
Winning big is the keynote to
lineup, evideoced by the fact that their four years here the sport
the season with optimism
he only struck out four times in has
undergone
major
overflOWing
from all sides,
64 at bats last season, three innovations including a Southern
players and coaches. The Stags
times in one game.
spring tour, an advantageous fall
Just might put it all together but
V eteru Blcutop
season, the use of frash on the
the schedule is tough and the
The combination of his bat. a varsity level and most important
experience of vets such as
strong arm and experieoce a winning attitude.
Castrignano and Finch down the
• Mike Branch. star on the behind the plate makes Finch
Finch attests to the change
stretch could be a key factor.
Stags' basketball team in its invaluable to the Stags. "Tom's since be's been here by saying,
This year's club is a dichotomy
glory days. is a member of the experience back there will be "'Ifs like night and day. Coach
of
veterans and young
most
valuable
to
us
in
handling
Cook
has
instilled
in
us
that
Harlem Wizards. one of the
underclassmen
but the
newer clo.....n clubs circulating in our young pitching staff," said winning attitude but most
distinction stops there as
important everybody enjoys
the New York area. Joining Castrignano.
Castrignano insists, "Once we're
Castrignano's value to the playing the game under him."
Branch in another ex· 'utmeg
out on that field we're playing
Tbe Stags have made
team is in his versatility. The
state star. UConn's Bill Corley.
together; we've got some great
peppery leader has on occasion remarkable progress on the
young players and they can belp
us out tremendously with their
skill and perhaps. the vets can
help them with their
experience...
Mention of the schedule brings
much the same reaction from
coaches and players alike. a
smile. and '"it's tough." If the
Stags are to make any kind of
serious bid for an unprecedented
NCAA bid they'll have to start
off right from where they left off
last season when they won eight
out of their last ten games. Finch
summarized his feelings toward
the challenge. "'Ifs rough and
we'll have to play some super
ball to overcome this rugged
competition. We'll have to be
even hungrier than we were last
year when we finished so
strong."
C..capCall; Ate l.e)'I
Everything is there for a
winning club in terms of talent;
now it's a matter of getting it
together to produce a big winner.
This is where Tom Finch and
Bob Castrignano fit in as the
keys to a successful or
BREAKING IT UP - Marty Vierling goes between two UB players to break up a play in last Friday's
unsuccessful year.
win over the Knights.

New Englanders Lose
• In the sixteenth annual All·
Star tournament sponsored by
the Springfield Hall of Fame. the
Greater Boston - Worcester .
Providence team defeated the
Ne..... England Stars 129-115 last
Sunday at Northwestern
University behind MVP Bob
Kissane's tHoly Crossl 19 point
effort. Quinnipiac's Cliff Mosley
led the losers with Ii points with
Springfield's Steve Waterman
hitting for 15. Assumption's All·
American Jake Jones netted 16
and Boston College's Frank
FiUJ!erald had 15 for the victors,
The Stags' Mark Frazer. a
starter. tallied 10 points for the
New England club.
• Fairfield hockey star Jean
Guy LaFlamme has entered the
coaching ranks this year.
LaFlamme is coachjng the
Warde-Ludlowe Club hockey
team. made up of players from
Utese two high schools.
• Prior to Tuesday's battle vs.
BridJ!eport. the Knights held a 4·
3 edge in the all-time series. The
Stags' rousing 4-2 win last
Friday night snapped a 3 game
losing streak to the Knights.
-. For the second consecutive
year. the Friends of Fairfield
Hockey will give a banquet for
the hockey club. The booster
group is made up of business and
professional people in the
Fairfield. Bridgeport and
Westport area and also parents
,of team members.

ooH: .• The Red Ruggers Bob Plucinski jars an unknown
Villanova ballcarrier in A's first win of the season. 14·9.

•
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Stags Bid for MIHL Title;
Oust Iona; Whip VB 4-2
By Debbie Mongillo

pass from Marino. The Stags
the score to 4·1 at the
close of the first period as
Frissora scored for the second
time assisted by S.tefan.
brou~ht

BREAKING AWAY·· The Sta~s· Chuck Frissora maneuvers his
way across the ice as UB's Dwi,ght Fowler trails. The Knil!hts fell
to the Stags 4·2.

Spotlight on Playoffs
In Intramural Action
By George II, Kirschbaum
Playoff
action
and
arrangements topped the agenda
of last .....eek·s intramural
activity at Fairfield In the
minor leagues the first and
second rounds of the pla\·offs
.....ere completed last week. The
semifinals .....ere held this past
r-.londay ni,ght and the finals last
night.
In the majors. playoff activit,v
was on tap for last nighl. B.\'
agreement of the team captains
in this bracket games will be
scheduled for Sunday in an effort
to finish before the Easter
break.
The format decided upon for
the major league·s playoffs
in\'olv.es the three top finishers
from each division. The third
place club would participate in
the playoffs on a single
elimination basis while the first
and second place teams .....ould
play double elimination ball
In the first round of roundball
action. Aquahouse outshot the
Volcanoes. 38-2, The Woozies
topped the Nubs. 38-29. The
Javamen beat OUI the losers by
four. 50-46. The Red Garters
outhustled the Hustlers, 55-36.
Southeast defeated the Bullets.
28-21. Lickity Slits downed the
Knicks. 52·32. Santini lost to the
Bak·ers. 37-35, and the Bucks
trounced the Cabelleros. 41-26.
In the second round of the
minor leaJ!ues pla~'offs, it was
the Woozies over the Javamen,
41-27, There was an eight point
spread as the Bucks beat the
LickilY SIiIS. 41-33. Southeasl
tripped the Bak·ers. 35-32. and
the Red Garters outscored
Aquahouse. 53·50. in overtime.
In the final week of major
lea~ue
regular season
competilion. Ed Defeo of C-2
picked up the player of the week
honors as he scored eighteen
points to lead his team to a 70·38
win over NW-3. Defeo played a
great game at both ends of the
court,
Olris Kinney was another 18
point shooter for the week as he
paced C-3 to 56-38 win overNW-2.
High scorer of the week laurels
were reserved for NW-3's Tom
Scully. His twenty points helped
NW-3 knock off C-4, 66-30,
Not far behind SCully in the
scoring column was Lantern
Poinfs Tom Eaton with 19.
Lantern Point defeated R-2. 58·
M.
Phil Floyd put in a 20 footer
with 4 seconds left for R-4 as the
Regis quintet defeated the
Football Club. 34 - 32. John
,O'Rourke had 11 points for the

victors. The Football Club came
back to lambast Regis Ground.
54-30.
Dan Ullmann had 18 points in
NW·2's 60-26 triumph over G-3
Ed Gilhou!\' had 11 in undefeated
C-:!"s win over G-l 52-33. Jay
Smith pumped in 13 as his :\"W-2
team nipped C-4 51-48. L·3 and
PKT picked up forfeit win over
NW·I and R-l. respectively,

To Meet

Hoya~

The course of the Stags'
destiny in the play-offs of the
Western Division of the
Metropolitan
Intercollegiate
Hockey League hinged on the
game played Tuesday night
against the University of
Bridgeport. If the Stags took
Tuesday's game they will have
clinched the division title, but if
the Knights were victorious. the
plaY-Off series will run into a
third game which will be played
tomorrow evening at the
Wonderland of Ice.
In the Eastern Division
powerhouses St. Francis and
Nassau Community are the
contenders. In the second game
of the quarter finals. the Stag
skaters defeated the lona Gaels
for the second time to move into
the semi-finals.
Skaters Oust lona
The Fairfield pucksters poured
on the pressure in the first
period. by scoring four times.
The first three goals. all scored
within one minute. put the Stags
inlo an early lead. At 4:05 Ed
Stefan tallied on an assist from
Chuck Frissora.
Frissora
follo .....ed at 4:41 with the first of
his three goals for the nilZht.
assisted b.v Marty Vierling and
Ed Jenny.
Ted Sybertz completed the
burst of power with his goal at
5:05 on an assit by Jay Flynn,
This forced lona to replace their
regular goalie. Joe Nixon. with
Steve Romano in order to
attempt to hold a place in the
game.
lona then moved in on the Stag
goal at II :03 as Ritzoo received a

Gaels Threaten
In the second period the Gaels
posed a serious threal 10 a Stag
victory as Chatterton tallied at
2:47 from Dillon and Costello.
The same lona line scored a~ain
at 3:32. with the puck being put
in by Dillon this time and assists
goin~ to Chatterton and Costello.
Costello then scored at 14:06.
assisted by Chicatelli. which tied
the game,
Fairfield was able to come on
strong in the third period by
quick action as Frissora.
assisted by Stefan tallied his hat
trick goal of the night and the
winning goal of the game.
Stag goalie Ed Palma was
credited with 20 saves as the
Gaels took 24 shots on the
Fairfield net. while the Stags
outshot the Gaels with 35 shots.
Friday's game pitted the Stags
against arch rival Universit~· of
BridlZeport in the first game of
the best of three semi·final
series. After having dropped two
regular season contests to the
KnilZhts. Coach ··Ooc"
McCarthy·s determined club
turned the tables and
convincingly whipped UB 4·2.
The action was fairly even
thoujl"htout the first two periods.
but
the third period. which
started out at a slow pace for
both teams. found the Stags
moving ahead to demoralize the
Knights.
UB Grabs Lead
The scoring opened early in

Sat.

Ruggers Skin Wildcats
FollowinK a victorious weekend against Villanova. the
F.airfield Ruggers are preparing
for their trip to Washington to
meet powerful Georgetown.
Last Saturday the Red
Rugjl"ers played three matches
against a tough Wildcat Club and
.....on all of them.
"A's" Notch First
This was the first \'ictory of
the season for the Fairfield
"A's." who were defeated by
Princeton on St. Patrick·s Day,
8-3.
In their previous defeats at the
hands of Rutgers and Princelon
the .. A" team looked slug.'!ish
and uncoordinated
However
against Villanova they played a
strong and aggressive game as
the Ruggers took an 8-0 lead. fell
behind 9-8. and then came back
to win 14-9.
Fairfield opened the scoring
after only three minutes of play
when Villanova committed a
penally on their 30 yard line.
half-way between mid-field and
the sideline.
Sophomore Pete Ferrara
made the penalty kick to give the
Red Ruggers a 3-0 lead.
For the next fifteen minutes
the Ruggers pressured the
Wildcat goal and were only kept
from scoring by several minor
penalties and some good
Villanova kicking.
Barry Scores
The Rugj(ers finally scored on
a long backfield movement. with
wing Dennis Barry getting the
try, Ferrara made the
conversion to give Fairfield an 8Olead,
With fifteen minutes left in the
half Villanova began to pressure
the Ruggers. advancing on kicks
rather than runs.
Fairfield repelled most of
these attacks, with fullback
Olris Grimes deftly handling the
punts. but the Wildcats scored
five minutes before half-time as
their wing broke a tackle and
seored from the ten,

Bv half·time it was evident
that the Red Ruggers scrum as
tirin.'! as their pursuit had slo ed
in the latter part of the half.
Early in the second half
Fairfield committed a penalty
and Villanova made the easy
kick to make the score 8-6.
Action then swayed back 'and
forth with the Red serum still
looking slow
Only the
tremendous line-out play of Jeff
Svlva th.....arted the Philadelphia
dub.

With twelve minutes left in the
game Fairfield committed
another penalt~· deep in their
own territory ...:hich the Wildcats
converted to give them a !hi!
lead
The RUjl"gers then bounced
back as they immediately move
downfield, with Barry just
missing another score,
Action remained in front of the
Villanova goal. with Mike
Gallagher missing a 15 yard
penalty kick from straight away.
Ferrara Gets Eigbt
A minute after this the
panicking Wildcats committed
another penalty. 28 yards in front
of the goalposts.
Ferrara took the penalty kick.
and his line drive boot just
cleared the cross bar 10 ~ive
Fairfield an 11-9 lead, and
Ferrara eight points for the
afternoon.
The Red Ruggers continued to
put on the pressure. and in the
.....aning moments of the game
stand-off Olris Galvin bolted
into the end zone for the.game's
final score.
Moments later the referee
signalled the end of the match.
and the Fairfield "A's" had
upped their record to 1-2.
"B's" Victorious
In the "8" match. the Red
serum dominated the action.
getting the ball consistently for
their backs, as the Fairfield
second side won 14-3,
Sophomores Tom Faranda.
John Donovan, and Tom Damato

•

In

Sweep

each had tries in the first half.
with Mike Fei,ehan addin~ a
conversion to make the sCQre II·
Dat half-time.
In the second half the two
teams traded penalty kicks. with
Peter Yaros making the
Fairfield kick.
In the third game. the
Fairfield "C'. team took an J 1-3
vietOI)'.
Freshman Matt Clark and
John Hughes each scored a tl)·.
.....hile Charlie Morace made a
conversion and penalty kick.

the first period by the Knights as
Dwighl Fowler. assisted by Rick
Trimble and George Renson. put
a lifted shot past Stag goalie Ed
Palma. The Sta,gs retaliated at
9:03 to tie the game H with Jim
Monahan receiving credit for the
goal with Jean Guy La Flamme
and Gerry Michaud pickinjl" up
the assists for the scramble in
front of the Knight nel.
In a break-away at 13: 19 Ted
Sybertz ran the puck in and
around the left side to fake out
Knight Roalee Randy Olen
giving the Stags a 2-1 lead at the
close of the first period. La
Flamme .....as credited with an
assist on the goal.
In the second period Fo.....ler
tallied agam to tie the game at
5:07 with Craig Thalman and
Henson picking up the assists. At
~:28
Jim Monahan scored
unassisted on another break·
away to the left side of the UB
goalie to give the Slags the game
lead. The Stag first line received
credit for the security li:oale
tallied at 11:22 in the third period
- La Flamme and Monahan
received assist as Svbertz was
credited with the li:oal

Netmen Set for
April 3 Opener
The tenniS team. captamed b\
Bill Murph~' .....ill open liS eleven
game schedule on April 3 ·at
home against Southern
Connecticut State College
The Stajl"S ..... iIl pla\' SIX home
matches a~amst the O.....ls :"e\\
Paltz State
UD\versll\· ot
Hartford l1niverslt\' ot :'\e\\
lIaven. lona and trm'ersi!\· 01
Bridjl"eport The awav malche:.
Will be "'lIh Hoi\' Cross
Providence
Cent ral
Connecticut
\·llIano\'a and
Fordham
Coach Oplimistic
Dr Joseph GrassI the tenm!'
coach. IS \"en' optimlSIlC in hiS
outlook and e:<pects .. wmnmg
season.
Only one regular was losl from
last \·ear·s squad and Dr GraSSI
has some e:<cellent freshman
and sophomore prospects The
retumml! lettermen are Rich
Umbenstock Tim Do..... lin~
Steve "Iarchionv
Dave
Skeffinll:ton. John O'Rourke
John Mesek. Joe Evan and
Murph~' .

lIr=.

TAKING CONTROL -

Fairfield's Jeff Silva towers over
opponents and teammates in line-out vs. Villanova.

